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Eragon*           YA Paolini, Christopher  

A 15-year-old boy of unknown lineage 

called Eragon finds a mysterious stone 

that weaves his life into an intricate  

tapestry of destiny, magic, and power, 

peopled with dragons, elves, and  

monsters.                                Grades 5-9 

 

The Littles*               JF Peterson, John 

The Littles, a family of six-inch high 

people who live in the walls of an old 

house, begin to worry when the new  

residents bring a cat.              Grades 2-4 

 

The Magic Thief*           

JF Prineas, Sarah  

A young thief is drawn into a life of 

magic and adventure after picking the 

pocket of the powerful wizard Nevery 

Flinglas, who has returned from exile to 

attempt to reverse the troubling decline 

of magic in Wellmet City.    

                                         Grades 3-6 

 

The Lightning Thief*     

YA Riordan, Rick  

After learning that he is the son of a 

mortal woman and Poseidon, god of the 

sea, 12-year-old Percy is sent to a  

summer camp for demigods like  

himself, and joins his new friends on a 

quest to prevent a war between the gods.                                      

Grades 5-9 

 

 

 

 

 

Rowan of Rin*           JF Rodda, Emily  

Because only he can read the magical 

map, young, weak, and timid Rowan 

joins six other villagers to climb a 

mountain and try to restore their water 

supply, as fears of a dragon and other 

horrors threaten to drive them back.     

                             Grades 4-6 

 

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone* 

              JF Rowling, J.K.  

Rescued from the outrageous neglect of 

his aunt and uncle, a young boy with a 

great destiny proves his worth while 

attending Hogwarts School for  

Witchcraft and Wizardry.     Grades 4-7 

 

The Knights of the Kitchen Table* 

              JF Scieszka, Jon  

Joe receives a magic book for his  

birthday present from his uncle. Joe, 

Fred, and Sam are transported to a time 

when evil knights, fire-breathing  

dragons, and vile-smelling giants 

roamed the land.                    Grades 3-5 

 

The Castle in the Attic* 

                        JF Winthrop, Elizabeth 

A gift of a toy castle, complete with  

silver knight, introduces William to an 

adventure involving magic and a  

personal quest.            Grades 4-6 

 

 



The Book of Three*     

JF Alexander, Lloyd  

Taran, Assistant Pig-Keeper to a famous 

oracular sow, sets out on a hazardous  

mission to save Prydain from the forces 

of evil.                                    Grades 4-7 

 

Tuck Everlasting    JF Babbitt, Natalie 

The Tuck family discover that a 10-year

-old girl and a malicious stranger now 

share their secret about a spring that 

grants eternal youth.             Grades 3-6 

 

Peter Pan                      JF Barrie, J.M.  

The adventures of Peter Pan, the boy 

who would not grow up, and the  

children who accompany him to  

Never-Never Land.    

              Grades 3-6 

 

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz* 

JF Baum, L. Frank 
After a cyclone transports her to the 

land of Oz, Dorothy and her dog Toto 

are befriended by a scarecrow, a tin 

man, and a lion, who accompany her to 

the Emerald City to look for a wizard 

who can help her return home to  

Kansas.                                  Grades 3-6 

 

Jeremy Thatcher, Dragon Hatcher 

                   JF Coville , Bruce 

Small for his age but artistically  

talented, 12-year-old Jeremy Thatcher 

unknowingly buys a dragon's egg.       

            Grades 5-7 

 

 

How to Train Your Dragon* 

JF Cowell, Cressida  

Hiccup Horrendous Haddock III as he tries 

to pass the important initiation test of his 

Viking clan, the Tribe of the Hairy  

Hooligans, by catching and training a  

dragon.                                       Grades 3-8 
 

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory 

 JF Dahl, Roald 

Each of five children lucky enough to  

discover an entry ticket into Mr. Willy 

Wonka's mysterious chocolate factory 

takes advantage of the situation in his own 

way.                                            Grades 4-6 
 

The Last Dragon  JF De Mari, Silvana  

Struggling to survive in a post-apocalyptic 

world, Yorsh, the earth's last elf, must  

embark on a perilous quest to decipher a 

powerful prophecy and find the last  

dragon, who holds the key to saving the 

world.                                         Grades 4-7 
 

The Field Guide*  

JF Black, Holly &Tony DiTerlizzi     

When the Grace children go to stay at their 

Great Aunt Lucinda's Victorian house, 

they discover a field guide to fairies and 

other creatures and begin to have some  

unusual experiences.                  Grades 3-6 
 

Inkheart*             JF Funke, Cornelia  

12-year-old Meggie learns that her  

father, who repairs and binds books for a 

living, can "read" fictional characters to 

life when one of those characters abducts 

them and tries to force him into service.    

              Grades 4-8 

The Secret of Platform 13 

                JF Ibbotson, Eva 

Odge Gribble accompanies an old wizard, 

a gentle fey, and a giant ogre on their  

mission through a magical tunnel to  

London to rescue the prince, who had been 

stolen as an infant.                     Grades 4-6 

 

Phantom Tollbooth       JF Juster, Norton 

A young boy, drives his small electric car 

through a toy tollbooth and finds himself 

on a journey through a land where he 

learns the importance of words and  

numbers and cures his boredom.        

                             Grades 5-8 

 

Savvy*                                JF Law, Ingrid 

The adventures of Mibs Beaumont, whose 

13th birthday has revealed her "savvy"—a 

magical power unique to each member of 

her family—just as her father is injured in 

a terrible accident.                 Grades 4-7 
 

The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe*  

                    JF Lewis, C.S.  

Four children find their way through the 

back of a wardrobe into the magical land 

of Narnia and assist Aslan to triumph over 

the White Witch, who has cursed the land 

with eternal winter.                    Grades 4-7 
 

Where the Mountain Meets the Moon 

                         JF Lin, Grace 

Minli, an adventurous girl from a poor  

village, buys a magical goldfish, and then 

joins a dragon who cannot fly on a quest 

to find the Old Man of the Moon in hopes 

of bringing life to Fruitless Mountain and  

freshness to Jade River.             Grades 3-6 


